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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens
when you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
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Quick Start
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.

Highlighted Changes
Where only a few lines have changed I have highlighted them, so that you
don’t have to type everything out again and can just make the necessary
changes.

The Mouse
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Introduction
This is here you will nally get to do some coding. One step at a time. You
will be introduced to ‘sketches’, these are complete bundles of code. The
code that you are to type into the editor are in the boxes
There are some background notes which offer some explanation and
challenges which I recommend you try. You will only learn from having a
go. Create your own challenges. Coding is really nothing more than problem
solving, so give yourself a problem to solve. So, to get started, delete the
code that appears in the editor and type in your rst sketch. The more
typing you do the more instinctive it becomes.

Basics Part #1 Unit #3
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Unit #3 Mouse
Introduction
This unit shows how you can interact with the mouse and keyboard. There
are several useful functions built into p5. It can determine where the (x,
y) position of mouse on the canvas, and know whether the mouse has been
clicked or pressed etc.

The mouse
The code can interact with the mouse (and keyboard). It knows where the
pointer is on the screen and knows when the mouse has been pressed,
clicked and released. This makes it very interactive and fun. You can now
control objects using the mouse and therefore interact with the code.

The pmouse
P5 has a function called pmouse. In these examples you are going to use
pmouseX and pmouseY to draw and paint. pmouseX gives you the previous
x position of the mouse and pmouseY gives you the previous y position of
the mouse. This means that you can draw a lines between pmouseX and
mouseX, hence the next sketch... it is a very useful function.

Mapping
This is a very useful function so some examples are given here. It maps on
set of values onto another. You could think of it as changing a scale say
from 1-10 to 1-100, you scale it up. However it is much more powerful than
The Mouse
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that. You could have the position of your mouse alter the colour of a circle.
So 0-width could be mapped onto 0-255.
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Basics 1.3.1 circle follows mouse
The circle’s co-ordinates are replaced by the position of the (mouse) cursor.
mouseX is the x co-ordinate and mouseY is the y co-ordinate
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 100)
}

Notes
Introduces mouseX and mouseY. The circle will follow the mouse round
the screen

Challenge
Can you make the circle move in the opposite direction to the mouse?
Hint: (width-mouseX, height-mouseY, 100)

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.2 stretchy ellipse
Using the mouse to stretch an ellipse
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
ellipse(200, 200, mouseX, 100)
}

Notes
The mouseX function on a shape. Move the mouse from side to side. In
this sketch the horizontal dimension of the ellipse will follow mouseX

Challenge
Make it stretching vertically as well as horizontally

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.3 text following mouse
You can also move the text around with the mouse
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
textSize(40)
fill(100)
text('word', mouseX, mouseY)
}

Move the ‘word’ around with your mouse

The Mouse
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Notes
If ever you wanted to move the text around the screen with the mouse.
You never know... You can use single or double speech marks ‘word’ or
“word”

Challenge
Make the text change size as it moves

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.4 mouse co-ordinates
The text function can also provide data information, in this instance it is
the x and y co-ordinate of the mouse
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
textSize(40)
fill(100)
text(mouseX, 100, 100)
text(mouseY, 100, 150)
}

As you move your mouse around it will
give you the co-ordinates on the
canvas

The Mouse
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Notes
In this sketch the co-ordinates of mouseX and mouseY are displayed.
Notice that you don’t put speech marks around the words. That is because
they are values and effectively they variables (system)

Challenge
Get the text to move with the mouse as well

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.5 line following mouse
Fixing one end of a line the other end can be linked to the co-ordinates of
the mouse
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
line(width/2, height/2, mouseX, mouseY)
}

Notes
One end of the line are the co-ordinates of the mouse. The other is at
the centre (width/2 and height/2). There are lots of interesting patterns
you can create.

Challenge
Put background(220) in the setup() function and change the stroke()
colour to include mouseX and mouseY e.g. stroke(mouseX, mouseY, 100)

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.6 on click change colour
In this sketch you toggle between two colours every time you click the
mouse
let r = 255
let g = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
fill(r, g, 0)
circle(200, 200, 200)
}

function mousePressed()
{
if (r == 0)
{
r = 255
g = 0
}
else
{
r = 0
g = 255
}
}
The Mouse
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One click of the mouse and it turns
green

Another click and it is red
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Notes
Using the mouse click to change the colour from red to green. When the
mouse is pressed it does whatever you have told it to do in that function.
We are also introducing a bit of boolean (true or false). The function
mousePressed() only happens when the mouse is pressed. It just sits
there doing nothing until the mouse is pressed. The line of code r == 0
checks to see if this is true, if not it does the ‘else’ bit of that function.
It toggles the colour between red and green.

Challenge
Change the colours

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.7 continuous draw
Using the pmouse function you can draw with the mouse
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
strokeWeight(5)
}

function draw()
{
line(mouseX, mouseY, pmouseX, pmouseY)
}

Draw something!
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Notes
Introducing the pmouseX and pmouseY functions. It stores the last
position of the mouse when a button is pressed. The background() has to
be in the setup() function.

Challenge
Randomise the thickness of the line e.g. strokeWeight(random(20))

The Mouse
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Basics 2.3.8 paint programme
Making a little paint programme, just click the mouse to start again
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
noStroke()
fill(0, 0, 255)
circle(mouseX, mouseY, 30)
}

function mousePressed()
{
background(220)
}

The Mouse
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Not my best painting!

Notes
Paints a line of circles with your mouse. The noStroke() function means
there is no line round your circle edge, it removes all lines.

Challenge
Have it paint with random colours

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.9 drawing with boolean
An improvement on the basic paint programme, this time you have to press
the button mouse to draw
let x = true

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
strokeWeight(10)
}

function draw()
{
if (x == false)
{
stroke(255, 0, 0)
}
if(x == true)
{
noStroke()
}
line(pmouseX, pmouseY, mouseX, mouseY)
}

function mousePressed()
{
x = false
}

function mouseReleased()
The Mouse
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{
x = true
}

Click and hold down the mouse button
to draw
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Notes
Only draws when you press the mouse button. Using mousePressed and
mouseReleased. This makes use of Boolean logic (true/false).

Challenge
When x == true make something else happen

The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.10 very stretchy rectangle
Using the map() function to stretch the rectangle, this sketch helps to
illustrate its function
let length = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
length = map(mouseX, 0, 400, 0, 600)
fill(100)
rect(0, 100, length, 200)
}

The Mouse
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Moving the mouse moves the rectangle
at a different rate using the map
function

Notes
Mapping is a way of scaling something. If you move the mouse across the
screen the rectangle moves at a faster rate. The variable length controls
the length of the rectangle as you move the mouse horizontally. It has
scaled it from 400 to 600. So 400 pixel movement of the mouse creates
600 pixel movement of the rectangle. The variable length is a made up
name.

Challenge
Could you change the colour as you moved the mouse vertically at the
same time
The Mouse
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Basics 1.3.11 mapping the grey
This will change the colour of the background depending on where the
mouse is on the x axis
let col = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(col)
col = map(mouseX, 0, 400, 0, 255)
circle(mouseX, 200, 50)
}

Notes
Changes the colour (greyscale) depending on where the mouse is. Move
the circle across the screen to see it change. Uses mapping function to
convert a 0-600 scale to a 0-255 scale. Where 600 is the width of the
screen and 255 is maximum single colour value (white)

Challenge
Make it turn red as it moves across the screen
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